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Across

2. a category of people who identify 

with each other based on common 

ancestral, social, cultural or national 

experience. Unlike most other social 

groups,

5. Huge animal that has tusks and long 

trunks that can grab and hold things.

9. Controls the Nile river flow in Egypt 

took 10 year to build.

10. They get water from the oasis and 

farm and build a civilization while never 

stop workingfor long peiods of time.

12. The white population had to enforce 

a system so that they didn't mix with 

non-whites and eneded by when nelson 

mandela became presisent.

13. A continent that has deserts and the 

Nile river in it.

14. A group of houses and people that 

work together to survive

15. Biggest lake in Africa.

16. When clouds produce condensation 

and drop it in tiny drops over and area of 

land and can come in different amounts.

17. 1.an area or division, especially part 

of a country or the world having definable 

characteristics but not always fixed 

boundaries .

18. borders constructed and imposed on 

or around a geographic territory in order 

to distinguish between areas of 

governance or types (strategies) of 

political control.

20. When a part of land get really dry 

and hot that turns onto a desert.

Down

1. Lots of shops bunched together 

where people can buy goods.

3. A popular shift from rual to urban 

areas.

4. People adapt in this environment by 

using camals, wear loose clothing, and 

carry lots of water.

6. A person that comes to a place to 

enjoy a attraction.

7. Belived to be the longest river in the 

world.

8. Triangle like form that eygptions 

built as a home and also a tourist 

attraction.

11. When people have different skin 

color are slit up from people who have an 

other skin color.

19. Animal that lives in deserts and can 

survive up to 3 days without water.


